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Whether the book is held in the hands of someone with ten years, ten days or even ten minutes interest in photography, Michael Fried's Why Photography Matters As Art As Never Before is an excellent foundation for the understanding, contemplation and critique of contemporary photography.

Fried carefully guides readers through his intensive thought processes while delving right into the influential roles and works of artists such as Jeff Wall, Hiroshi Sugimoto, Thomas Struth, Andreas Gursky, Thomas Demand, Cindy Sherman, Luc Delahaye, Rindeke Dijkstra, Patrick Faigenbaum, Beat Streuli, Philip-Lora diCorcia, Douglas Gordon and Philippe Parreno, James Wellings, Roland Fischer, and Bernd and Hilla Becher. The works of these artists, and more, play informative and integral roles in each of the ten chapters.

Analyzing the accurate photographic reproductions, Fried highlights and explores, in exhaustive detail, the works themselves and provides an abundance of support by widely accepted art history references, quotations and conversations with the artists, excerpts from Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photography, and comparisons on Susan Sontag and several of Fried's earlier writings.

The book is a thoroughly detailed volume of information, offering a variety of audiences a new perspective on the history and development of contemporary photography. Fried's signature approach supports the development of a thorough knowledge base to those new to contemporary photography while feeding the minds of the more experienced with challenging new conclusions. The unarguable presentation of his positions provides the basis needed for a refreshing take on the direction of contemporary photography. Fried discusses the exploration of the everyday, the role of the viewer, analyzes theatricality, Jeff Wall's distinctive "near documentary" style, and the unending analysis of "bad" and "good" photography.

Whether Fried has proved Why Photography Matters As Art As Never Before still has yet to be determined, but the book and Fried's conclusions will certainly be a necessary addition to the bookshelves and minds of contemporary criticism and comprehension for years to come.

Rachel M. Wolfe holds a bachelor of art. She is a writer, photographer and designer. More information and many of Rachel's efforts may be viewed at: www.rachelwolfe.com and keepyourshuttersopen.blogspot.com.
Wondering why photography mattered as art as never before, I acquired this hefty hardback. One might argue that a flick-through technique, to view the nice pictures and surrounding commentary (Fried often included interview snippets), is the more enjoyable way to appreciate the author’s somewhat dry and disjointed study. Hoping that the section on a famous Magnum photographer that changed his style to be ‘art’ would be something I could relate to left me to understand that he made his prints really big. His sometimes extensive parenthetical remarks about photographers he knows or met should be reserved for his memoirs, which, after reading this book, I would have no interest in reading. Before continuing I will say something here about how I was drawn to this area of research. In the course of writing an article about the photographer Thomas Struth, I remembered that the highly regarded art historian Michael Fried had a chapter on Struth in his book Why Photography Matters as Art as Never Before (2008), henceforth WP. The present book will not be like those earlier ones, however; the reader of Why Photography Matters as Art as Never Before™ is about to discover. What the reader discovers, however, is that Fried will continue to announce what he’s about to do right to the end: Later on in this book I shall examine . . . ; I shall discuss both of these after considering . . . ; I shall also be relating. . . . Explore amazing art and photography and share your own visual inspiration!